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To get rid of them without having to select them all and delete them manually the easiest solution is to simply throw the folder
where Outlook stores all the email messages.. However if they were updated by opening and saving in any version of Outlook
for Windows later than 2002 they could import everything from an existing Entourage installation in Outlook 2011 for MAC..
However if they were upgraded by opening and saving them in any version of Outlook for Windows later than 2002 they could
then be imported into Outlook 2011 for Mac.
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Migration will Outlook accounts contacts post Office calendar events categories and so on Yes thats right.. Similarly in Outlook
a message is copied to a folder it appears under the corresponding label in Gmail.. Migration Will Outlook import everything
from an existing Entourage installation accounts contacts mail calendar events categories and so on Yes.
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Any info coming from your computer and going through the internet is encrypted in your computer before getting onto the
internet then decrypted when it gets to whatever computer its going to and visa versa.. Moving a message removes it from the
appropriate label or Inbox in Gmail To get rid of those without having to select them all and delete them manually the easiest
solution is to simply trash the folder where Outlook stores all the email messages.. All information coming from your computer
and going through the Internet is encrypted in your computer before coming to the Internet and then decrypted when it goes to
which computer it goes to and vice versa.. Likewise if you copy a message in Outlook to a folder it will appear under the
corresponding label in Gmail if you move a message it will be removed from the corresponding label or the inbox in Gmail. 
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